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Let there be spaces 1n
your togetherness.
Kahlil Gibr an

"Who dares to teach must
never cease to learn.'

Vol. II, No. 1

Newark State College

3 from NSC Attend NSC Leaders
NSA Pre-Congress
Confer at Schill

Bob Utowchalc, Andrea Lello. an4
J oe Santanello.
I
The f if th an nu a 1 Student
Editorial Affairs Conference
brought together one hundred college newspaper editors from the
United States. Andrea Lello and
Robert J . Litowchak attended as
representatives of the INDEPENDENT.
.
The following topics, with an
emphasis on the problems
encountered by the editor. were
::overed through speeches, panel
:Uscussions, workshops, and
debates:
(a) The role of the student
newspaper in the academic community--the s ocial. legal, and
moral responsibilities involved
in t h e n e w s pa per - college
relationship. Participants in the
conference were presented with a
newly-issued definitive leg a 1
s tu d y. outlining th e l e g a l
relationship of the public university to the college paper.
(b)
The r elationship of the
student government to the student
press. A joint meeting of the
student editors and the student
body presidents was held to explore the problems involved in
press-government relationships.
(c) The discussion of alleged
violation of student press freedom. This was prefaced py a
general review of the rights and
responsibilities of the student
press. The violations discussed
were based on working papers
that provided a factual account
of these injustices.
(d) Domestic and international
student affairs.
This section
included a briefing on the history·
and function of the NSA, and
attempted to relate the role of
the paper to significant events
in the student world, nationally
and internationally.
During the conference, Neal
Johnston, SEAC coordinator and
former editor of the University
of Chicago MAROON, addressed
the editors with a speech entitled,
' 'What Do We Mean By Freedom
of the Press ?"
As in years past, SEAC maintained freedom of the pr e ss in
an important r esolution concerning Wayne State University
in Ohio.
The president' s staff, the Dean
of Students, and the Student Publication Advisor af Wayne State
have established new procedures
for the DAILY COLLEGIAN'S
handling of news stories involving
"major " university policy. The
editors of the COLLEGIAN must
consult with the student publications advisor as to the accuracy
of fac ts and the "propriety of
publication", and the advisor will
hold himself r esponsible. In
addition to this consultation, the
editors and reporters must check
the story with the appropriate
university office for verifica ti on a n d author ization for
publication.
Upon hearing these facts, the
eJitors at the confer ence fe lt
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 5)

The role and the responsibilities of a leader were among the
chief topics discussed at the·
annual Newark State Leadership
Conference held at Schiff Boy
Scout Reservation from September 7 to September 10. Thirtyfive leaders of NSC sororities
and fraternities, the student
government, and numerous clubs
attended the four-day meeting.
Students were divided into four
groups under the supervision of
NSC faculty members. Miss
Betsy Davison. Miss Zita Nor walk, Miss Barbara Shepardson,
and Dr. Kenneth Herrold of
Columbia Te ache rs College.
Within these training groups such
problems as motivating an
interes t in campus organizations among the student body.
maintainin g
crea ti vi t y.
establishing authority without
becoming dictatorial. and using
;iarliamentary procedure were
jiscussed. The question of the
necessity of leaders was also
brought up.
Dr. Herrold s tressed in his
lectures that leadership is behavior and that the goals of an
organization must be clarified
before the organization can serve
a purpose, He stated that resistance to change. as well as a
reactionary attitude. must be
overcome. and complacency and
mediocrity must be fought.
Dr. Herrold also brought out
the fact that very often a leader
meets with discouragement. A
leader must resist conformity
and the temptation-to r-each in a
manner expected of him by his
gr-oup. A leader's role calls for
him to exercise positive influer,ce
and sanction behavior without,
however, reverting to tyr-annical
methods, Differences among individuals must be accepted and
utilized.
In a discussion on "Problem
Solving"
the representatives
chose the lack of school spirit
at NSC for exploration. The problem was analyzed in ter-ms of
goals, communication. norms and
standards, and the climate of the
::ollege.
' 'ls the Student Org anization
truly representative and. if not,
how can it be made so?" was
a nother
question under
discussion,
Advantageous and non-advantageous qualities possessed b)
leaders were analyzed, as well
as reasons for student bogv
choices of leaders in an election.
Among the qualities considered
under the latter topic were:
pop u 1a r it y of the candidate.
availibility, competence
and
experience, and manifest interest
of the candidate in the office
for which he is aiming.
When the training- groupmeetings c am e to a close, the
representatives a tt ended a
lecture by Dr. Herrold on
"Criti cal
Incidents
in
Leaders hip". an analysis of
member versus group participation. 1n this area. compatibility
between leader and group; maintain an c e of s elf-es t eem.
consistency in behavior; freedom
to explor e new areas, problems,
needs. and the capacity to use
th e feedback method were
emphasized.
Following the discussion. Dr.
Robert Allen of NSC showed the
film "1 2 Angry Men" s tarring
Henry Fonda and Lee J , Cobb.
Each s tudent was required to pick
one member of the twelve-man
j ury and to analyze his character in relation to leadership.
Near the end of the conference
the s tudents broke up into interes t
groups and discussed similar
pr oblems within t heir organizations, Finally, the group
evaluated t he conference and
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 5)
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Kennedy .. Hope for 60's in Youth,
NSA-Congress Delegates Told
Congress Supports
HUAC Abolition
President Kennedy, in a telegram from the White House to
participants in The Fourteenth
National Student Association
Congress. said, "Individually and
collectively you are among the
most responsive and responsible
student leaders in your country
today-. " The president emphasized the amount of confidence
he has in the college student in
the United States. He stated
that ''college s tudents can provide fresh leadership and vigorso necessary for the tasks of the
60's."
The
Fourteenth National
Student Association Congress.
Plenary session
attended by more than one
thousand students and representing 388 member schools with States National Student
a total enrollment of over one Association " reaffirms its belief
million s tudents. met at the in the inherent right of t h e
University of Wisconsin at individual in a free and open
Madison, The Congress began s ociety to any opinion which is
libelous, slanderous.
on August 20 and ended on neither
conspiracy. nor
August 30.
Delegates from constitutes
Newark. State were Andrea Lello incites to commit a concrete
and Robert J, Utowchak of the criminal act without fear of
lNDE PENDENT staff. and Sharon recrimination." The resolution
8ooper, a student Council Repre- g o e s on to state that "any
sentative.
Nadine Yanger, an restr-iction of freedom of thought
NSA r-epresentative from NSC. and express ion is necessarily
attended the Congress as an a violation of academic freedom
and a clear impediment of the
alternate.
The general setup of the search for truth." Because of
Congress was such that each these reasons and -others. the
National Student
member would select a com- Fourteenth
mittee. such as Campus Com- Association felt that HUAC "has
munications. Nation a 1 and been used to attack the principle
International Affairs, an d of freedom of access to inforAcademic Freedom. in which he mation and opinion on political
w as
most inter-ested. After issues. a principle vital to a free
establishment of the basic com- society. 1n practice, the investimittees. smaller groups formed gations of the Committee have
under the title of workshops. In thwarted the very freedoms which
th ese works ho ps, current the Committee claims to pr otect
problems
we re discussed. --freedom of assembly. of the
press. and of speech,"
problems the members felt war Ther-efore, the USNSA is urging
ranted t he attention of the
Congress. Once the problems all member campuses to support
were formulated, a sub-workshop the abolition of the House Unwas formed to draw up a American Activities Committee.
resolution pertaining to each a means suggested by the
individual problem. The resolu- Congress for s uch action is letter
tions were later priorized and writing campaigns to members of
brought to the Congress plenary the Forty-Seventh Congress.
The National Student Associas es s ions.
Some important
resolutions concerned the tion Congress does not wish
abolition of HUAC0 Cuba, sup- Communism and its effects to go
pression of information, and draft on unnoticed, for in the
resolution it is stated: " However•
deferment.
·
During t h e course of the recognizing that the Congress has
Congress, many prominent per- both the r ight and the duty to
sonalities spoke. Among them investigate acts of espionage.
sabotage and conspiracies to
were
Gaylord
E.' Nelson.
Governor of Wisconsin, Richard overthrow by force the governJ . Murphy. Assistant Postmaster ment of the United States USNSA
General of the United States, and recommends that these functions
be exercised at the J udiciary
Dr, Sterling McMurrin0 U.S.
Commissioner of Education, The Committee of the House and
Peace Corps, federal aid tc Senate respectively."
"Semi-Savages''
education. and segregation were
William F . Buckley. conseramong the most widely discus sec
issues,
vative editor of NATIONAL
REVIEW magazine and author of
"Operation Abolitin"
UP FROM LIBERALISM, spoke
The
fil m " Operatior
Abolition", depicting communist on August 210 at the Madison
infiltration of the San Francisco lnn, a hotel in Madison. His·
s tudent riots against the House subject was "The Conservative
Committee
o n Un-American Revival and NSA." He reviewed
Activities, was shown on August the growth of conservatism on
21,
On August 22, a debate
co_llege campuses during the past
on this film attended by more two years.
than seven hundred s tudents was
Buckley. originally scheduled
waged between Conservative ' to appear in the small hotel
F ulton
Lewis Ill, technical auditorium, was later moved out
director and narrator of the film. on to a terrace to speak. This
and Mike Harr ington, a socialist was because of the unexpected
advocate of the abolition of the number of tudents who c ame t o
House
Com mittee on Un- hear him,
American Activities. HarringAfter his speech, Buckley conton's victory was later evidenced ducted a question and answer
by
a
1i b e r a l
resolution period, Timothy J enkins. a memaffimatively voted on at the ber of the National Executive
Congress ' plenary session.
Committee of the NSA. as k.ed a
ln the Principle of the Resolu- ques t i o n co n ce rnin g the
tion, it was st ated that the United similar ities between the present

ofNSACongress
African leaders and the leaders
during the early years of our
country, such as Washuw;ton and
Jefferson. To this. Mr. Buclcley
replied, "My friend •••, if you
are seriously asking us to equate
the deliber-ations of the in:holars
who put together the DECLARATION OF INDli PENDENCE and
the CONSTITUTION OF TiiE
UNITED STATES with Lumurnba
and Mobutu. • .and the semis avages, ••• " A very heated
argument ensued between Mr.
Jenkins and Mr. Buckley.
A reception for Mr. Bickley
at the Penthouse of the Madison
Inn followed his speech. ~ l l
Cooper an d Mr. Litowchalc,
Newark State delegates were
present. Mr. Buckley then spoke
rn ore informally about. such
topics as our foreign policy and
the conservative trend among
college student s.
The Chad Mitchell Trio and
Owen Engels World Jazz Festival
pr ovided entertainment

Wilkins Reports on
Dormitory Program
As reported by President Wilkins. the fir-st dormitory for
Newark State College will be
opened in September of 1962.
It will cont ain rooms for 150
girls. apartments for three
faculty members, and a suite for
the faculty director of the
dormitory. Most of the rooms
will be double rooms with a
bath incorporated in ·each tworoom suite. There Will be few
single rooms on each of the three
residence floors, lbe first floor
will contain a recreation r oom,
lounge, post office boxes. and the
switchboard.
Th e director 's
suite will also be on the first
floor. At present. the plan is to
receive applications from curr-ent students and then to open
the dormitory for freshmen and
transfer students . The lndependent will c arry announcements
as further plans are formulated.
The dormitory is being constructed in a unique manner
known as a "slab-lift" . The
floor of the dor mitory is first
poured. then the cement is
covered with some material so
that the second cement s lab will
not s tick to it, Then in succession. without raising any of the
floors. the first floor• second
floor. third floor. and roof are
poured. After all have hardened
s ufficiently they are hoisted into
place with pneumatic jacks. This
is an operation which will attract
many visitor s to the campus
juring the period of construction.
The students and faculty will be
:iotified when this operation is
to take place.

a
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Editorials
Correct Decision ?
lbis summer at the 14th
National Congress of National
Student Association, the repr es e n t at i v e voted for a
resolution that strongly urges
that the House Committee of
Un-American
Activities
be
abolished.
Although this may
seem to be a rash movement,
-the facts must bediscussedfirst.
The Committee has over a period
of time made investie:ations of
"Un-American" propaganda activities, and the diffusion
of foreign or domestic propaganda
activities, and· the
paganda within the u. s.
It is utterly ridiculous that
any propaganda should be restricted in a democratic society.
A most important right of an
individual in a free society is
the opportunity to express any
opinion, be it not libelous, slanderous, or inspirational to incite
the commitment of a criminal
act. OUr institutions constantly
preach that over-blessed work
"Academic Fl'eedom". But if
such Committees are to exist
by probing into the personal lives
that we so consider holy, this
"academic freedom" is nothing
but a lot of bull. Can America
be the land of the "free" if
these so-called free people's
ideas, opinions, and beliefs are
suppressed?
We say their ideas should be
challenged and debated in an
intellectual form through books,
panels etc,, but to set up such
a Salem-witch court as HUAC
is a mockery to our constitution,
What does HUAC prove and
accomplish? It proves that
Americans are weak and damn
scared. The very idea of having
a socialist or communist in the
U.S. makes them shrink. And
why
is
this so?-Because
we haven't learned to live with
the world.
Some may say that which we
tear most, communism, will
1urely infiltrate into a demo: r a tic society through
jemocratic processes. lbis is
?ure nonsense. Most of our
Americans are educated and it
ls our duty to see to it that those
who are not educated should be.
In Watkins vs U.S. (Supreme
Court) Chief Justice EarI Warren
stated the question of who can
define "Un-American"? It is
such an ambiguous term! In
reality these investigations conducted by the House Committee
on Un-American Activities have
thwarted
the
rights
the
Committee claims we should protest. Therefore we are in full
agreement with the majority
resolution that was passed by the
14th USNSA.
It 1s shameful to say that the
fJ1m "Operation Abo11tion" had
a great amount of persuasive
power in the voting of this issue. We wonder if the film is
at all worth seeing. One can
easily note some slanted devices
used to turn one's head on the
position of HUAC and the students who demonstrated against
it. We are not sanctioning the
actions of those students, but
we cannot say that they were
communist inspired. No one can
even prove it! They are used
to make you form your Jude:e ment without examininJt the facts
or the evidence on which the
name is based,
Let us hope that the federal
government will take notice of
the opinion of USNSA as basis
for reform or most likely, the
abo11tion of HUAC.

Declaration
We are all very proud of the
group of editors that have left
the newspaper in our hands and
we are also proud of the job
well done. In view of this, we
must print our conception of the
1961-62 INDEPENDENT and how
exactly it will be run.
For those freshmen who are not
familiar with our paper, we must
add
t hat
the
previous
INDEPENDENT has always given
an objective view of all the news
:m campus and oUwithinsertions
:,f educational criticism without

any interference from outside
sources. All the editorials represented
the
opinion
of
the editors only and have recieved
both positive and negative
comments. We welcome all suggestions and letters from the
student body, faculty, and administration. We look forward
to the production of an intelligent
newspaper,
Th.e following is a policy that
was drawn up in the spring by
the editors and which will be
used as guiding principals 1n the
publication
of nm
INDPENDENT:l. Every possible effort will
be made to keep students well
informed of college develepments
and relevant developments outside the college,
2. The editor and staff shall
be bound by the requirements
of truth and accuracy to report
in an unbiased manner the news
as it happens. The editors shall
attempt to avoid errors in reporting, Errors that do occur
will be corrected as soon as
possible.
3, The editor and staff shall
be free to select and treat college news as they see fit,
4, Editorial opinion, exclusively the judgements and
interpretations of student editors, shall be freely expressed,
Contrary opinion and opposing
view points shall be fairly presented either in new stories or
in signed letters to the editors
by the entire community.
5. With rare exceptions,
columns and feature articles
shall carry the names of their
authors.
Materials reprinted
from other papers and periodicals shall be identified as to
source, News stories, with exceptions, are rarely signed,
6, THE INDEPENDENT shall
at all times and in all respects
be published as a student enterprise. The freely rendered
opinion of members of the administration and faculty shall be
expressed in those news stories
students freely choose to write
and publish or in letters to the
editor. Ultimate decision as to
the publication of said letters
shall rest with the editors, as
circwnstances dictate,

represent
many sororities,
fraternities,
clubs etc,, are
jeeply interested in what they
:all "lack of school spirit,"
It's a heartening to see that
,omeone cares,
Let us hope that these people
are able to complete the large
cask they have encountered and
not fall to pieces once they are
back on campus as did last year's
group,
Students, if you do or don't
want to get into the swing of
things-that's your perogative, but
it's a certain fact that you've
got some damn good leaders
with which to work,

NSA

Now that the school year is
about to start, a problem about
one
of our organizations
on campus should be mentionedN S A,
Few of us realize
the importance of this organization and the value it holds if
properly used and not abused,
National Student Association is
the voice of the American student,
Through this any student bas
the opportunity to express his
opinion on issues that are local,
national, or international, But
actually not many students are
familiar with NSA or even care
about its functioning.
USNSA, of which we are a
member,
was founded
on
the principle of democratic representation and yet is far from
being truly representive, Only
five percent of the nation's colleges and universities are
members and less than that attend the conference held in the
summer,
All that was said above serves
as a background to the problem
of NSA at Newark State, Most
members join in the beginning of
the year not knowing what to
expect and once the goal and
duties of the club is expressed,
there is a definite drop-out, This
may be due to the fact that
students at Newark State don't
care about the world around them
and that they are just attending
college to receive a bachelor's
degree, If this 1s so, then they
don't belong here or any other
college,
But given the benefit of the
doubt, NSA has the opportunity
to voice it's opinion on world
Now that most of you have read affairs, because what affects the
the article on the Leadership world affects students,
Conference
in the
INDBPENDBN,T, you are probably aware of the enactments
of that conference, but we can
suppose that you are not familiar
with the amount of work it en- Help Wanted
tailed, Due credit must be given
to Miss Betsy Davison for the To The Editor:
amount of valuable time that
she devoted to the success of
Janet Memorial Home for
the project, We must also give children is located just five minthanks to Linda Pollack, Jim utes from Newark State. They
Hynes,
and Doug
Pecina. have approximately fifty children
all Newark State leaders, who living at Janet who attend the
spent most of their summer pre- Elizabeth Public Schools, The
paring a schedule, organizing population is made up of many
a program, and contacting people, socially and emotionally disturbwhile most of us bathed in the ed children who have been placed
sun,
there either voluntarily or by
We wonder if all this work the courts, Janet Memorial Is
was at all worthwhile and cer- operated on a non-profit basis
tainly hope so, It is quite ap- and is a Red Feather Community
parent that the forty students Chest Agency,
who went to Schiff were most
Many of the children have been
enthused, Could it possible be adversely affected by their backthe cause of an orientated fervor grounds and consequently, have
that existed? Only time will not been able to receive the
tell and we must abide,
benefit of a continuous school
It seems most strange that program. Part of the treatment
during a session that was sup- program of Janet Memorial conposed
to
be devoted to sists of an education program
self evaulation, that students designed to assist the children
suddenly jumped the gun, so to to make an adequate school adspeak, A good hour and one- justment in spite of previous
half was spent discussing such obstacles,
problems as, "how will the inThe education program conterest groups find time to meet sists of two main features. A
on campus and discuss their supervised study hall, equipped
'similiar' problems?" and "who with various reference mawill organize such meetings on terials, is maintained for two
campus 7" lbis all seems to hours of each school day. A
have been completely out oforder certified teacher is present to
and it was a pleasure to hear give any assistance that may be
Joe Santanello propose that we needed,
A staff member is
leave the decision up to the available during this time to
three student organizers - -Doug, assist the children in making
Jim, and Linda, This is evidently special school projects of the
foe to the fact that there are arts and crafts type.
Jeople in Newark State that are
There is now a need for an
:oncerned with student action and additional type of service to im;>articipation, These leaders who prove the educational program

Enthused People

Letters

for the children, Many of the
children require individual help
in completing their daily homework.
Through contacts with the
Education Department of Newark
State we know that all students
are required to work with children for a minimum of sixtyfive hours before the Student
Teaching Experience. We are
interested in having twenty-five
student volunteers who would be
willing to contribute two hours
a week to assist in this area
of the program. lbis is an
excellent opportunity to fulfill
the requirement of working with
children as well as an opportunity
to
gain valuable teaching
experience.
If you are interested in taking
advantage of this program, contact Mr. Harold Utts or Mr.
Edward
Donner
at Janet
Memorial Home for Children,
700 Salem Avenue, Elizabeth.
Telephone number El, 4-8600.
In doing this you will be performing a worthwhile service
while receiving experience which
will be valuable to your future
career,
Registration or panic?
To The Editor:
May I suggest that the students
of Newark State stand up and
cheer for Mr. Wesley Daniels,
Mrs, Daniels, our new registrar
is probably in for some verbal
abuse but before we all launch
a frontal attack on his already
beseiged office, let's take stock,
Mr. Daniels officially joined
the staff of Newark State in
August,
In one short month,
he bas managed to do the work
of ten men in trying to prepare
for the annual onslaught of fifteen
hundred students, all of whom
want to be off campus by twelvethirty. Believe it or not, the
man bas done a noble job, We
all know that pre-registration is
easier than the method which
Mr. Daniels was forced to use
this Semester but the mere fact
that he was able to devise a
master plan at all is mouumental.
Buy him a beer, pat him on
the back, wish him luck, welcome him but for the love of
Peter, don't jump on him yet -there'll be plenty of time for
that later,
Two Ends against the Middle
To The Editor:
The stepping stones taken from
the brook are to be returned
before the next rainfall, We
have decided to discontinue
wading classes, as they are disruptive to the general schedule
of the college, Some method of
crossing the brook is now required, Having disregarded the
progressive notions of pontoon
bridge, and pole vaulting, we
feel the old traditional method
of stepping stones will have to
suffice. Threrfore, this directive
is being issued.

World Jazz
Festival
A committee called "International Students for Owen
Engel's World Jazz Festival"
has sent communications to
student organizations throughout
the country, seeking support for
a new series of concerts.
The Festival was created by
Mr, Engel in 1955 and has been
sponsored as an annual event
by the city of New York in the
interest of promoting better intercultural understanding. u. N.
diplomats and consuls have been
guest speakers in the events
which were held in Central Park
Mall, New York City,
This year Mr. Engel designed
his program for campus presentation, He appeared at the
Rutherford, New Jersey Campus
at Fairleigh Dickinson University
March 4, 1961, and as a result
of the enthusiastic response the
organization, International Students for Owen Engel's World
Jazz Festival came into being.
On March 22, 1961, the prpgram
was presented on the Teaneck

Editor's Note
This year we are starting a
new column which will deal with
student and faculty opinion on
international and national affairs,
One question will be presented
at the head of the column and
a few people will be chosen or
will volunteer their ideas on that
particular subject,
Due to the lack of time and
people present before the opening
of school we are only able to
present two views on the question.
We anticipate further participation on this topic and others with
additional
caption
pictures
included, I would also like to
thank those editors who devoted
their time in the production of
a newspaper that was written
and prepared before school was
officially opened in order that
you, the students would receive
the INDEPENDENT during the
first week of school, something
which was not previously done,
Comments
Comments on the action of this
year's Freshman Orientation,
Joe Santanello, President of
the Student Organization, has
stated, "The orientation program
this year was complete, concise,
and not dragged out. One improvement was the method in
which the guides were set up
and the way the schedules were
given out before r~e:istration.
I do wish that the weather committee would get on the ball.
Last year during the orientation
there was a hurricane, now this
year we have a beat wave,"
Judy Burst, Treasurer of the
Sophomore class states, "The
success of this year's orientation program was largely due
to good timing and the method
of informing the guide/j as to
just what was to be expected
of all,"
Campus of the University as a
result of all the efforts made,
They see this project as a
pathway to peace and understanding from campus and know that
all will want to join in bringing
this program to this campus,
On August 1. 1961, a musical
program wUl be sponsored of
embassy officials performing
with Mr. Engel in the Rotunda
of the Old Senate Office Building in Washington D,C. Senator
Jacob K. Javits of New York
introduced Ambassador William
G, Halm of Ghana who spoke
on the need for international
understanding, · This event called attention to the Festival's
Pathway to Peace from campus
to campus to promote better
inter cu It u r al understanding
among students and received prominent publicity in newspapers
throughout the United States and
the world, It was seen on the
Chet Huntly-David Brinkley Report over the NBC - TV Network
and on the "Today" program as
well as on other TV networks,
It was also heard on radio and
broadcast worId wide by the Voice
of America,
Senator Hubert Humphrey of
Minnesota bas called on the State
Department to extend the Pathway to Peace to campuses
throughout the world and was
pleased that Senator William
Proxmire has taped an introduction
of
Mr,
Engel's
appearance in his State at the
U.S. National Student Association's
14th
Congress,
on
the Madison campus of the University of Wisconsin,

NSC LEADERS
(Continued from Page I)

anticipated a better one next
year,
Providing entertainment, Mr.
J aclc Platt led an evening of
group singing, "The Wreck of
the Mary Deare'' starring Gary
Cooper and Charleton Heston was
shown on another evening,
The plannll1g committee for the
conference consisted of Jim
Hynes, Doug Pecina. Linda Pollack, and Miss Betsy Davison,
advisor.
W it b September c a m e
pallen, contributed by nature
and fallout, contributed by
the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics,
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Commuter Aid
Nu Sigma Phi Fraternity has
introduced a
new
service
to Newark State this year--commuter aid, Persons interested in finding drivers or
getting riders and who have listed their names and addresses
with
the
Fr eternity will
be contacted and given names
of people most likely suited to
their individual areas. Aspokesman for the Fraternity said that
this service will help to provide
a most convenient and economic al
means of transportation, The
spokesman also stated that aside
from the fact that this will be
a valuable service to the students, it ls hoped that it will
help to somewhat control the
existing parking problem,

If They Let Me
by Mary Dormer

New System
in Book Store
Mr. Anders of the Book Store
has announced the !lew plans for
this year.
There wUl be no
self-service on textbooks. The
self-service method wUl be used
in the supply department only.
All
those
textbooks
not
purchased by October 15 will be
sent back to the publishers. Students in need of books after this
date w111 have to place special
orders . A fee will be charged
for this service,
To meet the needs of the growing student body, the Book Store
has increased the volume of its
material, A complete and amplified paperback book selection has
been ordered for the convenience
ot. the studen_t body, Also available will be a contemporary card
selection, A large assortment
of Jewelry has been ordered,
Novelty items such as flower
pens and assignment calendars
will be available as well,
The big news in this corner
is, of course, the new Book
Store. The planned location for
this new store is the old Rec,
Room, This new site will make
possible a separate and complete Art Department,

They stand belligerently at the
Berlin border,
Occasionally,
they fire tear gas at one another. Perhaps, next week they
will fire nuclear warheads. I
would like to see the great capitals of Europe, and I will -- if
they let me,
They sit around senseless conference
tables
in Geneva.
Occasionally, they fire new proposals at one another. After
the last proposal has been re- Reviewed by Mary Dormer
jected. what new horror will they
Wake up America. You are
fire? I would like to ski down going to pot and your don't even
the placid slopes surrounding care.
You are the laughing
that city and I will -- if they stock of Southeast Asia and you
let me,
sit in your easy chair at home
They rock in old- fashioned and wonder if Maris will make
chairs in an upstairs office at it. Your Diplomats are being
1600 Pennsylvania Ave,; and stalk made the mouthpieces for powerthe great corridors of the Krem- hungry politicians the world over
lin. Occasionally they fire and you bleat contentedly over
demanding notes to one another, your overstuffed belly. You send
After the final note has been Care packages overseas but you
answered with the ever-present haven 't even learned to care
negative. wm they fire IT? I about your nation yet, Are you
would like to visit the public sheep? William J, Lederer ansbuildings
and
magnificent wers this question with a
churches of Moscow. I would resounding yes. He has named
like to walk along the Potomac you A NATION OF SHEEP,
again and I will -- if they let
A NATION OF SHEEP, is, withme,
out doubt, the most frank and
I would like to live long enough factual appraisal of America's
to put my education to the test foreign policy and of the Ameriand I will -- if they let me, can's attitude toward our foreign
policy in print. Lederer has
called a spade a spade, He
has told the American people
that they are ignorant. He has
told them that they cannot afford to remain ignorant. They
must begin to emerge from their
mental bomb shelters,
New Jersey school districts
This is Indeed a powerful book.
receive over seven m1llion dol- one to be read by anyone inlars in federal aid annually, and terested in seeing America, and
no complaints about federal con- everyth.ing she stands for, remain
trols have been heard from the through
another generation.
state's educators says the New "The defeat of America need not
Jersey Education Assn., spokes- be accomplished by destructive
man for the teaching profession weapons and violence, There
in New J ersey.
are easier and cheaper ways of
Uni o n
County
received conquering a politically incompe$362,845 of this, NJEA reports. tent nation. lt can be acompllshed
psychological
weapons,
Without U.S. aid this would be by
added to local tax bills, raising by economic strangulation, by
levies.
political chicanery, by intellecThe federal government pays tual subversion.••
this money for vocational programs; grants for science and
language s tudy under the National
Defense Education Act; and for
construction and operation of
schools in "impacted areas,"
districts where the families of
workers and servicemen at
The electricians in the state
federal
installations
burden
school systems.
of New Jersey who are hired
In addition, school districts re- by the State Department of Educaceive federal funds for school tion have recently been granted
lunch programs through the State a raise . Their yearly salary now
Department of Education, NJEA c o m e s to approximately
points out.
$10,000.00 annually,
This is
'These federal programs have more than the highest paid
been in operation for years," teacher in the state receives.
says Dr. Frederick L, Hipp, Very strange, indeed,
executive secretary of NJEA,
the professional organization for
Has t he price of ice
the state's teachers,
"They
suddenly skyrocketed or do
have not brought federal controls,
the people here want to see
Instead local districts have made
how far they can push the men
improvements otherwise out of
who are working on our new
reach. These are developed by
building program.
local educators from board of
education policy."
These federal aid figures are
Help to send Newark State
last available for New Jersey,
students to East Africa.
They appear in the annual report of the state commissioner
aC education for the 1959THE INOfPENDFNT
60 school year,
Total federal aid to all New
NEEDS REPORTERS
Jersey school districts was
$7,727,829.

'A Nation of Sheep'

New Jersey
Federal Aid
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The Fox and
The Pussycat

P·uss and Boots
On the small road, next to our
power plant, the interested pers on will see a sight to cause
wander In the mind of even the
most stolid, There, living quietly
together in the same cage, are
one fox and one pussycat. This
sight greeted my amazed eyes
about three weeks ago and caused
Just enough wonder to make me
go straight to the top for an
answer to the many questions it
aroused. President Wilkins was
klnd enough to enlighten me,
On June eighth, Mr. Brilliante,
found a baby fox in a water trap,
The fox was starving and
wounded, He released the animal
and took it to the Biology Department tO see what could be
done for it. Although they felt
that Boots, as our fox has since
been named, had only a slim
chance for survival. they took
him to a Vet. After many innoculations and much tender,
loving care, Boots began to improve but showed a need for
campanionship, Enter one pussycat.
To date, they seem to
be getting along very well indeed, Boots, of course cannot
be released as he would have
no way of protecting himself
in natural surroundings. His
ultimate residence has not as
yet been decided upon so, for the
time being at least. Newark State
is the proud possessor of one
fox and one pussycat.

Meeks Holds
N.J. CCUN Chair
Kenneth Meeks, a Junior Social
Science major at Newark State
Co 11 e g e, was selected this
summer to become the new state
chairman of the Collegiate
Council for the United Nations,
His predecessor, Peter Eugene
Barrett, graduated from Newark
State this past June,
Mr. Meeds explained that a
regional conference will be held
February 16 - 18 in Washington
D, C.

Head of NJEA
Communications
Retires
Trenton--Laurence B, Johnson i s retlreing as head of the
Communications Division of the
New Jersey Education Association,
the professional
organization for the states'
teachers.
Melvin Reed, associate director since 1954, replaces him,
Dr. Frederick L. Hipp, NJEA
executive secretary, announced
today. Reed also succeeds
Johnson as editor of the REVIEW,
NJ EA's monthly magazine.
Johnson, of Bordentown, has
been appointed as assistant professor
at Glassboro State
College, He plans to move to
Pitman this summer and will
begin teaching English composition in the fall.
He became editor of the NJ EA
REVIEW in 1934 after teaching
at Penn State, in the Philippines,
and In the Newark school system.
He worked in the news departments of the MANll..LA DAILY
BULLETIN and the NEW BRUNSWICK HOME NEWS. He also
held the title of assistant
executive secretary of NJEA.
Reed, his successor, is a native

of Vineland and a graduate of
the Rutgers School of Education,
He holds a manster's degree
in education and has done further
graduate work in journalism at
Northwestern University and in
communications theory at New
York· University. He lives on
Alexander Rd., Princeton.
Under Reed, NJEA is expanding
the operation of its Communications Division, New associate
editors have been appointed for
iress relations and for the REVIEW, The press relations
associate is Donald S. Rosser
of
Levittown, N.J., former
ATLANTIC CITY PRESS staff
writer and English teacher at
Atlantic City High School. The
REVIEW associate is Dorothy
DuBose , former managing editor
of the TENNESSEE TEACHER,
an educational magazine,

The Honest
People
by Angela DeRose
Working is certainly not an
unconstrained task. Obviously,
there are many other sources
of income • • •BUT we are honest
people, living In a much conformed and bigoted society, So,
we adhere to the ruins of security
• , .an honest job.
Somewhere along the line, students have followed this selfsame
pattern of living. Encompassed
by this same gravitate, this reporter also has endured the
hardships of a laborsome avocation, namely a s - a- 1-e-s-g-i-r-l.
Besides the calloused s oles of
such a profession, there also remains the enduring patience with
which is only an assumed quality,
Comments such as "whatfloor
are ladies swimsuits," arecommonplace especially when there
are man1kins presenting such
glaring In front af them, A-h-hl
Then of course, there is the
woman who rushes furiously to
the mirrored door, screeching,
"Going down, going down I"
Finally realizing it is only a
door, she makes her departure
by the familiar, gruesome staircase.
"You know Allee, right off
Fannie Farmer's Corner," are
supposedly explicit directions on
how to getto near-by store, which
is only a block down(
Of all the many customers I
assisted, never will I forget the
woman who demanded a sale item
be ironed, gift wrapped and sent
to Pennsylvania for only a dollar
and ninety-eight ce nts.
After
having compiled with her wishes
she wanted to speak to the floor
manager because of the POOR
service,
Men, for some reason, are
without a doubt, the best shopper~. To begin with, he asks
for help and pays for the ffrst
article the salesgirl has shown
him, Typical example of a nice
guylll
For these reasons, this reporter
has quit
her Job
and remained silent when the
mass
cry,
"back to the
old grindI••
My privilege, I
assure you,

Dorsey Joins
Music Dept.
James E. Dorsey has Joined
the faculty of NSC as Associate
Profes sor of Music, Prior to
coming to the college, Dr. Oorsey
served on the faculties of Lincoin University, North Carolina
College, Texas Southern College,
Texas College in Tyler, Southern University, and the Hampton
Institute.
Holding a Ph, D, from the
University of Pennsylvania, Dr.
Dorsey has also received a Bachelor of Arts degree from Lincoln
University, a Bachelor of Music
and a Master of Arts degree
from the University of Pennsylvania and a Doctor of Education
from
Teachers
College,
Columbia University.
In addition to his teaching, Dr,
Dorsey wJll serve as advisor
to the orchestra. replacing. Dr,
Patrick McCarty, who left the
faculty In June,

Rhinoceros

Zero Mostel in His Role In
Ionesco's "Rhinoceros.
This week,
New York's
thratregoers are being treated to
the return of one of last year's
most refreshing offerings, The
play, Ionesco's, RHINOCEROS,
reopened at the LongacreThreatre, Heading the cast are Zero
Mostel and Ralph Meeker J(ho
has taken over for Ell Wallach.
RHINOCEROS, concerns itself with people's inor dinate
desire
to reform to even
ridiculous ideas or standards.
The pl11y opens with Mr, Mostel
onsta11,e, insisting that he sees
a rhinoceros, Throughout the
play,
there are
instances
of others "seeing" rhinos, until
they begin to believe that they
are all turning into rhinoceros'.
Obviously, this is not possible,
yet people begin to bellow right
and left.
However, there is
one who refuses to "become a
rhinoceros". Here is our brave
non-conformist.
Here is the
saving grace of humanity, the
one who refuses to leap from a
cliff simply because it is being
done this year,
loneco's wit is immensely
amusing and has just enough bite
to bring out the real tragedy;·
the misfortune behind the laugh.
He has given to the stageabrigbt
new satire which will undoubtedly
see
many
and
successful
revivals,
The ideal of Independence.
requires resistance to the
herd spirit now so widespread. to our worship of
quantity and indifference to
quality. to our unthin.king
devntlon. to organization.
st and ar dt z at ion, propaganda. and advertising.
Daniel Gregory Mason
The bore of all bores was
the third, His subject had
no beginning, middle_ nor
end, It was education. Never
was such a Journey through
the desert of the mind. the
Great Sahara of inteJJect.
The very recollection makes
me thirsty,-T,L. Peacock

Daniels to
Hold Post
of Registrar
Mr. Wesley P, Daniels, former
chief
scheduling officer of
Rutgers University for three
years, has Joined the administration of Newark State College. in
the capacity of registrar.
Prior to serving his scheduling
officer, Mr. Daniels was assistant dean of the Rutgers College
of Agriculture,
Mr. Daniels holds a Batchelor
of Science degree and a Masten
of
Education degree from
Rutgers, and has continued hJa
graduate studies in the field of
administration.
1n his hometown of Milltown.
the registrar is serving as chairman
of
the Master Plu
Committee of the borough. He
is also active in Boy Scout work
and has served as superintendent
of the ch~ch school of Milltown••
Methodist Church.
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TEACHERS=COLLEGE: AN EXTENCT VOLCANO? New Program
by Miriam Borgenicht
Ft!~ w,~:R:~·"'
Reprinted From: HARPERSMAGAZINE, July, 1961
~J;.~
interested in sports will find the
0

Most empires, as history
readers know, have a way of
putting up a strong front for a
considerable time after decay
has begun. This truism conveniently fits the empire called
Tea c hers College, which
presides from its bastion on thE
Columbia
University campus
in New York City over more
sectors o.f education than some
observer s consider quite seemly.
The appearance of strength is in
every way impressive, Aquarter
of the superintendents who run
America's bi g-city school
sys t ems received graduate
training at Teachers College,
which is known to the trade as
TC, Currently it is schooling
their successors, plus plenty of
the teachers and principals who
will work under them. Every
autumn six thousand students wait
in line at the registrar's office,
Of these more than two hundred
--far more than at any other
school of education--collect the
footnotes and unassailable generalities that compose a doctorate of educatio n thesis,
thenceforth to sign themselves
professors draw blackboard diagrams
for cou r ses like
"Intergroup Development and
Organization" and "Education as
Facilitation of Change". And an
immeasurable pile of documents
goes out across the country,
carrying the word that is firs t
discussed at inordinate length
1n a conference r oom above
Russell Library,
This power structure, indeed,
appears menacing as well as unseemly to some critics. They
blame it fo r every w o e of
American parents, ·from their
sixth-grader's ignorance about
the rivers of South America to
t he rule which keeps their charming French-born neighbor from
teaching French in the local high
school.
In fact, however, both the complaints and the aura of power are
relics of philosophies that were
advanced, and attacked, and
s ometimes even abandoned thirty
or forty years ago, and what
might be more justly criticized
is the failure to produce new
concepts in the past twenty years.
The six thousand students now at
TC are more likely to acquire
a vague sympathy for the whole
child than a curriculum that will
interest a whole classroom. To
anyone who has taken one
education course, the ground
covered in another Ed course
looks all to familiar. And the
articles by and about TC in
educational j our n a 1s usually
s ound defensive because someone
has to answer the critics, and
no one but the educators seems
.to volunteer for the job.
To tune in properly on the
thin voice of Teachers College
today one must remember the
aggressive chorus of its lustier
years. The simple business of
getting started was no mean feat.
From 1887, when its doors
opened to fewer than a hundred
students, it grew s teadily for over
a generation. Under the firm
rule of Dean James Russell, it
also sold--to the nation and the
world--the idea that teacher s
ought to know something. Subsequently, s tate bureaucracies
may have become somewhat
inflexibly attached to compuls ory
education courses. However when
even the staunchest TC hater
looks at the alternatives-- at such
w a y w a r d phenomena as the
recommendations of s c h o o 1
boards, pupils, or other teachers
--he concedes th at academic
training of some kind is the
most reasonable basis for hiring
or promoting teachers. No one,
it appears, really wants teachers
tr ave lin g light; intellectual
bagg age is very much in order.
t,,tultiplication v,s. Murals
For
many years Teachers
College provided much of this
bag~a11e in the form of ideas
that, for easy inspection, may
be stacked under D for Dewey.
Around 1915 these itleas had
considerable carrying power;

:~e~so::~:.e ~;;9a~
h a s r e a 11 y outdone itself in
planning a truly varied program
for its members,
This fall, the association will
offer archery, softball and tennis
as well as modern dance and
fencing. The latter two will be
offered for the entire year.
The scheduled winter sports
will be vollyball and bowling.
Winter will also see tournaments in ping-pong and deck
tennis.
The second period winter
sports will be basketball and
again bowling. The shuffleboard
and badminton tournaments will
also be played off during this
period.
Spring, along with the flowers,
will bring the return of archery,
tennis and softball. Closing the
season will be the W.R.A.'s
annual banquet,
As you can see, The W.R.A
plans a really big year so s tep
up and join an organization truly
devoted to you and your interests.

distributed after an explanation
of the use of bathroom facilities.
A further test in coordination
involved the printing of •' My name
is---------". It was interesting
to note that one child printed
backwards as in a mirr or which
c:ould indicate a need for glasses,
etc.• I particularly noticed the
patience displayed with numerous
lnterruptlons and the special
attention given to a problem child
whose background was familiar,
All teachers have a r esponsibility toward the development of a
child's mind but I feel this Is
intensified in the first grade,
A six year old ls so eager to
learn and has much to offer, if
properly direc ted, from what he
has experienced in his short
span. This was clear ly br ought
out when copies of the "Weekly
Reader" wer e distributed and one
boy was abl e to identify
immediately a picture of our
astronauts and explain they were
te sting gravity. This was indeed
an indication of a searching mind.
There is a concentration on
family life in the flrst months
which leads into the firstreading
book.
In preparation for this.
each child told the class about
his family-(may 1 note that some
of the remarks wer e priceless
but do not bear repeating!) and
drew a picture, identifying each
member. This was helpful to
the teacher in that it indicated
a few emotional problems and
allowed the child to identify as an
only child, the oldest, youngest,
etc.
When the r eading books,
entitled "The New Before We
Read," were given out. the
: hlldren were prepared to dis : uss the first page concerning
the family and their life.
In passing, may I mention the
effective use of a flannel board
to t es t r ecognition of co 1or
blocks, along with the printed
word, and flash cards with action
words such as fly, ride, look
and the appropriate action.
It was a privilege and a r ewarding experience to observe
a first grade class in Washington
School, I w a s permitted to
pa r t i cip a te in many of the
actJvtUes and was accepted as
part of the faculty.
The principal, Mr. Harry Lawrence, Jr,
and teachers were most cooperative and I feel that Unlon Township
has an excellent s chool system,
After
giving
seriouE
consideration to the br ochures
and suggestions offered by the
College, and my reactions as
noted, may I submit the following which expresses my feelings
"REMEMBER OUR MOTTO" NEVFR CEASE TO L EARN"
FOR THE NATION'S YOUTH IS
OUR CONCERN.

and American s chools still feel are up against its backbone: the
the impact of Dewey's philo- masters of education jargon, the
men who shot their bolt for
sophy (emphasis on education as
active instead of passive, and on causes in the ' thirties the
learning
as experimentation assistants who took over from
instead of imitation) and of the Countses and Kilpatricks and
Thorndike's psychology (large- c a r v e d no new niches for
s c al e achie vem ent and themselves. Harping on the same
of individual personality. they
intelligence testing).
.
TC spoke with many voices in demonstrate that what is radical
th os e days,
Pr o fess or for one age can turn sodden in
another, But they h a ve the
Kilpatrick, in one classroom.
m ight argue that learning should strength of numbers.
The TC administration under
involve purposeful activity and
President Hollis L. Caswell is
should begin with a problem that
created interest and developed st111 playing the old games like
initiative, His colleague Profes- department reorganization and
sor Kandel, might declare, on the purpose reappraisal, and soon it
contrary, that the s chools should may be too late to do anything
prepare . s tudent for adult else, Ten years ago, TC could
responsibilities through formal bear the brunt of anyone's gripes
training in reading, arithmetic against the public schools with
and the like. After a tortuous stolidity and even relish; perhaps
journey through committees. this it was indeed responsible for the
debate emerged as the question s 1 o w readers and the bum
of whether fourth-graders s hould spellers, s ince for over a generawork on multiplication or on a tion it had supplied a sizable
mural about the Iroquois; and share of the nation's teachers '
although in the 'twenties ', a and curriculums, Today there
majority of the TC faculty would is competiton even for blame,
have favored the mural, on this Training for teachers is now
question, as on the problem of offered a t twelve hundred
teacher certification, TC long ago assorted universities, liber alFew events in life can equal
ceased being the sole arbiter. arts college s, normal schools, the excitement of the first day
The of school, In our home, SeptemNonetheless it chewed over the and teachers' colleges,
old ideas in a way which did cozy ra t io n ale for TC 's ber 7 not only her alded the r eturn
them little good; school boards. existence, in short, is disappear- to classes at Washington School
for instance, that had followed ing along with the daring ideas. in Union of an eight and te n
TC's advice to invest in movable " We either move on or move year old girl but al so, their
desks were likely to lose their out," said a young professor the mother .
I am enrolled as a
enthusiasm when the same source other day, But the only dis- senior at Newark State College,
was still making vigorous attacks cernible movement at TC is and after many years away from
on stationary ones five years toward the r ealignment of education, hope to r eceive my
la t er. The progressive- courses in education.
teaching certificate in June,
education movement was finished
The pr incipal of Was hington
off byWorldWarllconservatism,
School agr eed to per mit me to
NSA PRE-CONGRESS
by the rise in social agencies to
observe during the first two days
take over functions that progres- (Contin11ed from Page 1)
and, w i t h mixed emotions, I
sives had wanted in the schools
entered Mrs, Fischer's fir s t
and by the push to get into college. that srudent pr ess fr eedom c annot grade class, along with twentyWhen pa rents start worrying be fully achieved unless indepen- one equally uncertain boys and
about College Boards while their dence from all for ms of external girls, It was only a matter of
children are in grade school, an interfer ence or censorship ls minutes, hpwever , until everyone
hour with maps takes priority maintained. SEAC declared that felt at ease, Each child chose
over a "creative" visit to the the Wayne State University a desk and, after two strays
administration infr inged upon the we r e directed to the pr oper
local fire house .
The TC chorus also carried right of the DAILY COLLEGIAN clas ses, the roll was taken and
far during the "thirties when to determine its own policies, the children identified their
Speeches were made by s uch names fr om large pr inted cards
concern about the social order
accompanied and sometimes leaders as Edwin R. Bailey, the which were placed on the de sks.
superseded concern about the former director of Public Infor- Seventy-five per cent recognized
child it might raise. From the mation for the Peace Cor ps. both first and last names on
hilltops of progr essive education Two views of the campus and sight.
vistas of progressive politics press wer e presented by M.
To allay any fear reaction,
looked agreeable and were duly Stanton Evans, editor of the each c hild was asked what he
charted. In 1934 a new cours e Indianapolis NEWS. Curtis Gans, thought would happen in first
called Education 299F put com- former editor of the University grade, The r eplies ranged from
pu l so ry doses of sociology, of North Carolina DAILY TAR an uncertain ''I don' t know" to
*Note from Dr, Mc:Creery
economics, and political science HEEL also spoke.
learning to r ead, write. spell and
Student diagnoses such as these
At
the
same
time
of
the
SEAC
into every apprentice teacher's
jraw pictures. Thick pencils
are brought up for consideration
notebook. There are many varia- conference. a s imilar conference were distributed, as in fir st
at the college; this will obviously
tions of 200F today, and if its was being held for the student ?;r ade, it is felt that the finger
be the case in this attempted
content is not entirely new to body president~. Joe Santanello muscles are not developed fully diagnosis.
some students, they may find r epresented Newark State at this ~nough to handle the thin pencils
solace in the fact that their conference. In an interview with .vith dexterity. The children then
The above letter was s ent to
predecessors broke new ground. Mr. Santanello, he stated, " The ldentified the proper colors in
Dr. Mccreery by Mrs. Doris
TC's serenade to the new social confer ence was a great exper- the crayon boxes, drew a picture
Durbin, a senior at NSC•
order, however, was far from ience, but, in my opinion, the and ex plained what it
harmonious. Where did teachers most valuable aspect was the represented. This enabled the
s tand in the class s truggle? Was fact that I got to meet so many teacher to note those who needed
George Counts correct in s aying student leaders from all over the speech correction and the ability
that teachers should formulate United State s. Just getting to to t alk In front of others.
go a ls for society? Why a speak with the m was an education
Prolonged concentration for a
Teachers Union? Was De an in itself. "
six year old is limited so the
William Russell (son of James)
These conference s were held class had a stretching period and
throwing his considerable weight at the University of Wisconsin then skipped around the room,
against left-wingers ? Had Kil- at
Madison p r i or t o th e This simple action showed any
p at r i c k b e e n fired for pro- Four teenth Na t 1 on a 1 Student lack of coordination. This was
gressive leanings or was he due Association Congr ess. The con- also brought out later In the day
for retirement anyhow? Were fer ences were sponsors and set when the class was divided into
Communists takin g ove r the up by the NSA.
groups on the playgr ound and
place? Were reactionaries taking
tossed a bean bag back and forth,
over the place? Questions like
Snack time is also an important
these shook faculty meetings (as
part of r elaxation. Pretzels were
they shook most meetings in the
The Executive Board of
'thirites), ma de friends and
the Women's Rec reation
enemies across the country, and
Association extends a hearty
earned for TC--from a NEW
and decidedly athletic welYORK TIMES reporter--a title
come to the class of 1965.
which it still cherishes: one big
We hope to see all
unhappy family.
Tuesday, September 19, 1961
athletically inclined frosh
L. T.
Today. no one would be likely
3:30
Norms Rehearsal
women at the first general
Sci.
176
to use the same sobriquet, The
3:30
Kappa
Delta
Pi
meeting, Watch the bulletin
F
.D.R,
heated old debates have been
7:30
Rho
Theta
Tau
b o a rd s for the time and
replaced by a vague malaise,
Wednesday, September 20, 1961
location.
"We're a damn sick institution,"
Freshman Hazing September 20-22
said a young professor recently,
1:30
Counseling
Mtgs. Room
7:30
Nu Sigma Tau
"Ten more years like this and
we 'll be out of business, " warned
Thursday, September 21, 1961
a colleague down the hall, without
Women! Please note!
3:30
Math Department Tea Mtgs. Room
W ,R.A, is the only org aniFriday, September 22, 1961
bothering to lower his voice or
zation on campus which
8 P,M,-1 2 P.M. All college dance
M.D.R. Snack
close the door; self- censure does
Social Committee
Bar, Patio. and
fo s t e rs the wearing of
not rate as treason. But the
Rec. Room
bright and generally young men
be r mu d as before fourMonday, September 25, 1961
who hold such views are a small
thirty,
80 Sophs at Stokes
m inority of the facu lty and they
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